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BRAND STATEMENT

Brand Statement
First to market …
Launched by US Foods® in 1997, Optimax was one of the
first trans fat-free oils in the marketplace. Optimax continues
to be a best seller due to its superior frying performance.
Optimax Premium High Oleic Canola Oil delivers
outstanding product performance with extended fry life and
zero-to-minimum flavor transfer. Discover it for yourself.

Brand Statement defines the products and benefits of the brand. It’s generally
used on websites, sell sheets, guides and any promotional pieces that
showcase several items of that brand.
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BRAND VOICE

Brand Voice BTB
Optimax is the ultimate cooking oil for discerning chefs,
offering longer fry life and better flavor than competing
brands. To tell that story, the tone is “sell with a smile” to
make it appropriate and engaging. Three to four descriptive
sentences paint a picture of the dining experience each
product creates. The “sell” is a description of product
attributes. The “smile” is a slice-of-life statement that
lightens the mood of the copy in an attempt to endear the
brand or product to the customer.
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BRAND MARK

Brand Mark

The Optimax logo is the brand name, boldly underlined. On the left side of the logo, the
lines beneath the word Optimax create a shape that is similar to dripping oil.
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PROTECTED SPACE & MINIMUM SIZE

Protected Space &
Minimum Size
Clean, white space and minimal layout elevate the
perception of quality of Optimax. In order to maintain the
integrity of this high-quality brand across all applications it is
important to abide by the rules that are laid out in these
guidelines, starting with the protected space and minimum
size. The logo should appear no smaller than .75 inch in size
without the tagline and no smaller than 2 inches with the
tagline in any application. Always respect the clear space
around the logo; it should always measure at least half of
the diameter of the logo.
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Incorrect Use
of the Brand Mark

Do not change the color.

Do not add a drop shadow.

Do not rotate the logo.

Do not skew.

Do not scale
disproportionately.

Do not remove or change
the graphics elements.

Do not place on top of busy
photography or background
color.
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Primary Color Palette
The red and gold color palette emphasizes energy and
premium value.
The wine-colored red is bold and easily visible.
The gold color mirrors the color of the product and conveys
its high quality.

PANTONE 201 C

PANTONE 125 C

C:
M:
Y:
K:

0
100
65
34

C:
M:
Y:
K:

0
23
100
27

R:
G:
B:

147
0
39

R:
G:
B:

195
153
9

HTML: #920026

HTML: #BB8900
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TYPOGRAPHY

Typography
The primary typefaces used for Optimax are Berthold
Akzidenz Grotesk Regular and Medium. They were chosen
for their clean lines and readability, as well as economy of
space. Typeset headers and subheads in medium and bold
weight, leaving the body copy and call-outs in light or regular
weight as the design permits. Use uppercase for headers
whenever possible.
The secondary typeface for Optimax is Chronicle Text G1.
NOTE: Headers for body copy should be typeset using
Berthold Akzidenz Grotesk Medium, and the body copy
should be typeset using Chronicle Roman.
Berthold Akzidenz Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Berthold Akzidenz Grotesk Medium
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
Chronicle Text G1
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890
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PHOTOGRAPHY

Photography
Delicious food photography is a very important part of every
brand when designing collateral and print ads.
Photograph foods cooked with Optimax or the product
alone on a white background with minimal propping and in
its purest form. Bring the photography to life by shooting
from above and arranging the food in a fun and playful
manner.
Optimax photography is about simple, beautiful details.
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Delicious food photography is a very important part of
every brand when designing collateral and print ads. It is
essential that it looks appealing and fresh. Food imagery
should look like it was prepared in a restaurant by an
experienced chef, not like a home-cooked meal. Raw food
ingredients are also acceptable and may be used to tell
an ingredient or flavor story.

Always choose the freshest and least-processed imagery
of raw food ingredients to reinforce the message of
quality. Food should be photographed with bright,
airy lighting and retouched to eliminate shadows and
distracting imperfections.

Images are illustrative of visual styling and are not indicative of product categories.
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OMNI-CHANNEL APPLICATIONS

Omni-Channel
Applications
US Foods® marketing campaigns always include digital
extensions that involve websites, apps, social media and more.
The tone exactly mimics the US Foods program it's a part of
(The Scoop, Food Fanatics®). In fact, it is recommended that
we lift much of the copy from the printed materials and use it
as a base to create the digital works.
For experiential marketing application, there should be no limits
to the creativity to delight and engage customers. That includes
the US Foods voice. The copy must be bright and fun to
encourage the reader to participate.
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Optimax® Brand Story
Optimax was one of the first trans fat-free oils in the
marketplace, and for almost 20 years, it has continued to
be a leader due to its superior frying performance. Along
with maximum fry life, Optimax delivers extraordinary
food taste. Discover the Optimax difference.

Product Inspiration

Features & Benefits

Optimax is the best in its class, giving you premium
performance and superior taste. It lowers your operating
costs per day, even without filtering. Our Costing Calculator
and other sales tools can demonstrate why a premium oil like
Optimax is a better alternative for operators like you. Optimax
has a clear, brilliant appearance and can handle applications
from frying to cooking. It is specially bred from canola seeds
to deliver exceptional stability and fry life. It’s 50% lower in
saturated fat than soybean, cottonseed and peanut oils. It also
helps reduce the transfer of food tastes between fryer uses.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Maximum performance
Maximum fry life
No cholesterol or hydrogenation
Extraordinary food taste
Versatility
Derived from specially developed canola seeds
Less saturated fat than olive oil
Oil has a light color and clear, brilliant appearance
Pourable at room temperature
Multipurpose oil, with applications from frying to cooking
50% lower in saturated fat than soybean, cottonseed or
peanut oil products
• Helps reduce transfer of food tastes between products
• Product can be cold-filtered
• One-stop oil solution for any operator

(CUSTOMER NUMBER & NAME),

IT’S TIME TO IMPROVE YOUR FRYING PERFORMANCE!
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SWITCH TO OPTIMAX®
HI-OLEIC CANOLA OIL AND GET

$

OFF

PER CASE

Optimax® Hi-Oleic Canola Oil is part of the new generation of premium oils. It will give you longer
fry life and provide your customers with true food flavor.

A-Code

Product Description

Pack Size

As a valued US Foods® customer, we want to offer you $5 off per case with a new trial of
Optimax® Hi-Oleic Canola Oil 9/29/14 thru 11/7/14. At the end of the promotional period, you
will receive a rebate for the total amount of every case purchased during the timeframe at $5 per case.

WITH OPTIMAX® HI-OLEIC CANOLA OIL YOU GET:

•
•
•

Fewer oil changes
•
Reduced labor to change out oil
•
Fewer safety issues handling hot oil

Reduced discard oil and disposal cost
Fewer cases purchased and less waste

Premium High Oleic Canola Oil

Launched by US Foods® in 1997, Optimax® was one of the first trans fat-free
oils in the marketplace, and the brand continues to be a best seller due to its
superior frying performance. You can save money while also cutting labor
associated with changing out fryers. Optimax gives you a seven-day fry life
versus the two-day life of most value tier oils. Optimax High Oleic Canola Oil
delivers outstanding product performance with extended fry life and zero to
minimum flavor transfer. Discover it for yourself.

CONTACT (TM NAME) TODAY TO LEARN MORE ABOUT OPTIMAX® HI-OLEIC CANOLA OIL.
IF YOU’D LIKE ANOTHER PREMIUM OIL OPTION, ASK ABOUT OUR RYKOFF SEXTON®
NON-GMO SUNFLOWER OIL.

For more information about Optimax®,
visit www.usfoods.com or contact your local
US Foods representative. 07-2014

© 2014 US Foods

Flyers

Sell Sheets
Features/Benefits
• Optimax hi-oleic canola oil is made from state of the art specially
bred canola seeds to deliver exceptional stability and fry-life
• The oil has a light color with a clear, brilliant appearance
• 50% lower in saturated fat than soybean, cottonseed or peanut
oil products

Optimax frying oil is a long lasting oil with health attributes and assured

• Superior performance without the need for hydrogenation
• Multi purpose oil, for a variety of cooking and frying applications
• Product can be cold filtered

• Pourable at room temperature

PREMIUM FRYING OIL

• One-stop-shop oil solution for any operator

COMMODITY OIL VS OPTIMAX®

supply that delivers consistent food flavor. Optimax reduces overall system
cost without requiring other improvements to fryer management practices.

COMMODITY OIL

$33 per case
3 days fry life
= $11 cost per day

PREMIUM OIL
OPTIMAX®

$50 per case
7 days fry life
= $7 cost per day

Generally lasts 2-3 days in the fryer

New clear, creamy or blended oils that deliver
a longer fry life than commodity frying oils

Quickly degrades at the end of the fry life

Specifically formulated for longer fry life
& slower degradation during peak frying

Results of oil degradation are poor taste
with flavor transfer and smoking

Results in better & more consistent food taste
& appearance with less flavor transfer

Generally soybean or canola salad oil with
minimal additives for preservation

Best cost per day

WHY CHOOSE OPTIMAX®?
FOOD QUALITY
• Consistency
• Less flavor transfer
• Better looking
and tasting food

VALUE

PROFITABILITY

• Longer fry life
• Insurance during
peak traffic
• Fewer oil changes
• Reduces discarded
oil and disposal cost
• Cold filter means
a safer workplace
with less spills than
handling hot oil

• Satisfied customers
• Repeat business
• Increased profit

For more information about Optimax®
products, visit www.usfoods.com or contact
your local US Foods representative. 01-2014

CASE COST

CONVENIENCE

• Focus on cost per
day not case cost

• Decrease time
cleaning fryer

• Demonstrated
bottom line savings
by converting to a
value add oil

• Change oil 1x/week
versus every 1-3
days
• Consistent oil
fryer maintenance
program
• Less purchasing
and receiving time

© 2014 US Foods

Why Choose Optimax

Fryer Oil Guide
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PACKAGING

Packaging
All design standards also apply to the packaging of every
product. Design cues such as color, fonts, etc., must be
incorporated to maintain a cohesive look. Please refer to
packaging guidelines for complete information regarding
packaging design.
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